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Group asks for courses
to improve writing skills
By MALINDA COOPER
TJ news reporter

skills in other courses," said
Tucker.
There will be little change in
A Winthrop task force has semester hours needed for gradsuggested changes in several uation. Members of the task
general requirements for stu- force are now going to their
dents, in areas like communi- various units and working with
cation and computational skills.
the deans of these departments,
The task force committee as well as working with individtalked about including know- ual faculty members in each
ledge of current society, cultural department to find the best
heritage, knowledge of science ways to put general education
and modem technology and skills into other courses. The
knowledge of world cultures task force also hopes to have
into the general education areas. some degree of student involve"The main job of the task ment in starting this program.
"We are primarily getting our
force will be to suggest , programs through which general feet wet and don't want to go
education requirements can be rapidly. Revamping may take a
implemented," said Dr. Charles couple of years and the main
Tucker, sociology professor and objective is to change the genhead of the task force.
eral education .curriculum in orThe first goal of the task der to improve students' quality
force will be concentrated on C" life and improve their job
communication skills and how marketability," sad Tucker.
this can best be met. "Our comThe task force also wants
munication goals are to have to improve computational skills
students with minimal writing, in which computer knowledge
reading, and speaking skills. This will be emphasized and analytigoal can be met through taking cal skills in which reasoning
English courses or using these will be emphasized.

"For instance, writing is a
skill in the modem technological world and reading is a skill
that not only helps the student
get his first job.but helps him
move in his first job. Analytical
skills will help students make
better decisions once they are
out. Although the benefits of
these skills may not be reaped
initially, there will be benefits
in the long r i m s a i d Tucker.
Many, other schools are trying
to put general education skills
in other courses. Schools realized the world was changing
rapidly and that they must
provide and monitor programs
that would change with time.
Tucker said, "Each discipline
has certain hours to be met,
and we can't fool with semester hour requirements too much,
but we want to give students an
adequate education to compete
in the world marketplace. We
want students to get their
money's worth, so their education will pay off in the long
run."

Council may suggest rush rules
By TERRI DIETRICH
TJ news reporter
The Greek fraternities on
Winthrop campus may Introduce
an Interfratemlty Council'(IFC)
by next fall.
Tommy Mattox, SGA president, said a member of the
Sigma Phi Epsllon's, Ed Moon,
brought a constitution of an
IFC being used at Murray State
University. A preliminary constitution for Winthrop was written up using this example.

Dismantling
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)To the surprise of virtually no
one; U.S. Secretary of Education Terrel Bell has officially
asked Congress to dismantle the
19-month-old U.S. Department
of Education.
Beil, who credits presidential
advisor Edwin Meese with the
idea, wants to end some federal
higher education programs, ship
responsibility for others to other
cabinet-level departments, and
keep the remaining few in a
smaller federal agency.
Bell proposes to call it

"I have sent a copy to the
presidents of each fraternity. I
asked them to read it over,
make changes, and talk it over
with their members. I urged
them to get back with me with
their responses as soon as possible." Mattox said.
The Constitution is designed
"to develop and maintain fraternity and inlerfratemity relcdons at a high level of accomplishment."
Mattox hopes this council
could unite the Greek frater-

Freshman Karen Kreutel lets a Frisbee fly. That's a great Maryland toss! (TJ photo by Tammie Utsey)

nities, "because I feel they are
weak on our campus compared
to other Greek organizations
on other colleges."
The council would not be as
stern as the Penhellenic Council
of the sororities.
"It won't be a governing
body, just a suggestive one. It
could promote Greek ideas and
make a better system for rush,"
Mattox said.
As of now, rush for a frater(Continued on page 16)

the Education Dept.
Foundation for Education Assistance.
Candidate Ronald Reagan
pledged during the 1980 presidential race to seek an end to
both the departments of energy
and education, which were
created during President Jimmy
Carter's tenure.
Congress set up the Dept. of
Education in September, 1979,
counting among the advocates
conservative senators Howard
Baker, Orrin Hatch, Richard
Lugar and Robert Dole. Those
senators now will try to

guide legislation dismantling the
department through Congress.
Bell, then as Utah's Commissioner of Higher Education,
also testified in favor of creating
the department.
Bell was U.S. Commissioner
of Education during the Nixon
administration. At that time, the
U.S. Dept. of Health, Education & Welfare administered
most federal college programs.
When education programs were
transferred to the Dept. of
(Continued on page 16)

Sophomore Lisa Oaken of Columbia took advantage of the WBrtn
temperatures recently and studied outside. (TJ photo by Tammie
Utsey)
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Newsbriefs
International Week
The Winthrop International Club will sponsor International Week Monday through Friday.
Different cultures of the world will be represented in
Dinkins through displays created by the international
students.
Also, Thomson Cafeteria will have a special International Dinner on Thursday for all Winthrop students.

Interviews on campus
Jasper County Schools will be on campus to interview
students for teachers in all areas of education on Tuesday.
Wednesday, Springs Mills, Inc., Lancaster, S.C., will
interview accounting majors for entry-level accountant
and auditing positions.
Thursday, Florence School District One, Florence,
S.C., will interview for teaching positions and the U.S.
Air Force will interview for pilots, navigators and for their
bilateral degree program.
Xll students who have completed a placement file with
'the Office of Placement and Career Planning are eligible to
sign-up for the interviews in room 119, Thurmond building.

Intra-Varsity meeting
Inter-Vaisity Christian Fellowship will have a meeting
Tuesday, at 7:30 p.m. in 230 Dinkins (Iva B. Gibson
room).
The program will consist of special music, sharing and
skits.

Reciial by graduate student
A soprano recital by Cynthia Stutts will be held Tuesday at 8 pjn. in the Recital Hall.

PSC meeting
The Political Science Club will meet to elect new officers
Wednesday at 4:30 in 206-B Tillman.

Tri-Sig plans services
The fjsters of Sigma, Sigma, Sigma will visit the Episcopal Church Home as a March service project. The sorority .... g
plans to visit Wednesday at 7 pjn. The Theta Pledge Class
will bring baked goods for the children at the home.
,'

Vernon Hail at ATS

Senators meet with students
By MALINDA COOPER
TJ news reporter
Senators will now be available on a bi-monthly basis, in
their dorms office or lobby, to
discuss students' problems at
Winthrop.
"Each dorm, apartment an<i
day student has a delegation 'if
senators and one senator from
each delegation ot senators will
pick the time and place of his
choice to meet with students,"
said Charles LeGrand, SGA
vice-president. Senators will
meet with students on the
second and fourth week of each
month to talk about issues such
as final exams, housing policies
and other student concerns.
In November, 1981, Robin
Elwell proposed a resolution
stating that senators should be
available to students on a bimonthly basis and the resolution was approved and passed
by Senate. "The SGA did not
want to start the program at the
end of last semester or at the beginning of this semester, so it
was put into effect last week,"

Archives

Rosters for intramural softball are due Friday by 5 pjn.
The captain's meeting will be Monday, March 8 at 7:30
pjn. in Peabody 136. The officials clinic will be held at 4
p j a . in Peabody 136. The jamboree will be March 9-10 at
4 pjn. at the shack. For more information, call 2140.

We are looking tor girls interested
in being counselors - activity instructors in a private girls camp
located in Hendersonville, N.C.
Instructors needed especially in
Swimming (WSI), Horseback
riding, Tennis, Backpacking,
Archery, Canoeing, Gymnastics,
Crafts, Also Basketball, Dancing,
Baton, Cheerleading, Drama, Art,
Office work. Camp craft, Nature
study. If your school offers a
Summer Internship program we
will be glad to help. Inq'jirfi
Morgan Haynes, P.O. Box 40GS,
Tryon.N.C., 28782.

PLEASE REGISTER TODAY
MARCH 3RD)

m-J'
•jn; do: ar s-rrcqa
• • ' x i lUw .'OTur'

EAGLE RUN '82
REGISTRATION FORM
(mail to: Eagle Run '82, Winthrop College. P. 0. Box 5101. Rock Hill, S. C. 29733)
Please enter me in tne Eagle Run '82 to be held March 6.1982.

"Iightshine", a musical group from Rock Hill, will
sing at the Baptist Student Center Thursday at 6:30 pjn.

Softball rosters due

STUDENT
COUNSELORS

Winthrop College Archives and Special Collections have
been designated as the Repository for the South Carolina
Committee for the Humanitiesresourcescenter materials.
Deposited in the Archives are audio and video cassettes,
films, and photos that were produced as part of the SCCH
grant, which are state and NEH funded. The materials
will be deposited in the Winthrop College Archives around
July and will be cataloged and available to researchers.

Group to sing at Baptist Center

The Zeta Tau chapter of Alpha Delta K pledged 13
women in their Eta pledge class. The pledges are
Anderson, Sonya Atkinson, Beth Bamhill, Marcie Brandes,
Km Chalmers, Pam Davidson, Gndy Dawson, Andrea
Lawson, Sally little, Becky Maher, Sue Martin, Suzanne
Messelhauser, Betty Peden, Jill Rembert, Karen Rogers,
Kelly Smith, Lori Steele, and Jane Taylor. These pledges,
along with tb.e sisters of A D Pi, had a skating party last
Tuesday night.
The A D Pi's will be the guests of two of Winthrop's
fraternities this month. They will be mixing with the Pi
Kappa Alphas on Thursday and with the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity on Thursday, March 25.

TJ,
die students9
paper

depository

Wednesday, musician Vernon Hall will be performing
at ATS in Dinkins.
The music will begin at 9:30 pjn. and end at 11:30 pjn.
The show is free with a WCID.

ADPi has eighteen pledges

tration realize problems they do
not have time to see.
After senators meet with students a report will be turned in
to Eason stating how many
people were seen and the types
of things that were discussed.
LeGrand said, "If five o: six
students show up each time to
meet the sf.iators the program
will be worthwhile, but students
need to talk about upgrading
Winthrop and not the bad food
and potholes."

LeGrand said.
"Students have talked about
HBO in the dorms, keeping
the poet office open longer, and
more students said they wanted
final exams to help Winthrop's
academic reputation," sad Bob
fiason, president
pro-temp
after talking with students last
Monday in Dinkins.
Senators will be meeting with
students in the dorm offices,
day students will meet senators
in Dinkins Lobby and a place
for apartment and Winthrop
Lodge senators to meet has yet
to be decided. The senator from
each delegation will meet on
Sunday, Monday, or Tuesday
and will post fliers stating when,
where and what time they can
be reached.
'The most recent problem
before Senate is getting larger
trash cans for Thomson and
Richardson dorms to cut down
on unsanitary conditions and
make it easier for the maids to
clean up," LeGrand sad. This
program gives students a direct
channel to their senators and
helps the senator and adminis-

I am a Winthrop student
I am not a Winthrop student

(entry fee enclosed: $3.00)
. (entry fee enclosed: $4.00)

"

I

CITY, STATE, ZIP: -

SEX (M or F) —
: AGE (3/6/82) —

ADDRESS:
i

:

TELEPHONE # J —
(Children's size; M .

T-SHIRT SIZE: S _

I certify thst I am in good physical condition and that I understand the hazards of participating in this racs. I
release Winthrop College, the Winthrop Student Government Association, all race sponsors and officials from any claims
or injuries th«t I may sustain before, during or after the race.
SIGNATURE:
PARENT OR GUARDIAN:

—

DATE:
-DATE: .

—

—
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Newsbriefs
Day of prayer
Inter-Vanity Christian Fellowship, Campus Crusade,
and Baptist Student Union are sponsoring a 24-hour day
of prayer. The day of prayer will take place from noon
Friday-noon Saturday.
Prayer will be mainly for Wint'nrop campus. There will
be 30 minute slots for people to pray.
Interested students can contact Cheryl Blakeman at
3228.

Midnight madness changed
to Midnight Roundup
Din kins Student Union has changed the name of Midnight Madness to Midnight Roundup, planned for Friday
nigit, from 8 p.m.to 2 a.m. in Dinkins.
It will basically be a western casino type atmosphere.
There will be a southern rock band, some showgirls, some
movies, and other entertainment. Games such as craps,
black jack, roulette, bingo, and other gambling games will
be held. However, no real money will be gambled. One
hundred dollars in play money will be given at the door to
anyone interested in gambling. Ken Alcorn, a mime, will
also be performing.
The cost is c..ly $1 for students and $2 for guests.

Book table in Dinkins
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship will sponsor a book
cable in Dinkins every other Monday.
Books on topics such as "Prayer, Sex and Dating,"
"How to Become a Christian," "How to Share your
Faith," and devotional guides will be sold.
The nest book table will be held Monday, March 1
from 9-3 p j n .

Workshops for jobs
"Effects® Communications for Getting and Keeping the
Job" and "Job Finding Skills Workshop" are being offered
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday by the Of Dee of Placement and Career Planning in room 119A, Thurmond Building for all interested students.
The two-hour workshop on Effective Communications,
will cowr the importance of non-verbal communication,
speaking skills, public relations, writing and listening.
The objective of the "Job Finding Skills Workshop"
which runs for four days, one hour per day, is to specify
caifeer goals, explore job finding resources (both people
aid literature), and practice job investigating techniques.
such as job inquiry interviewing and inquiry letfie^ ' U f r i
Effective Communications will be held from 2 4 pjn.
on the following Mondays: March 1, March 8, April 5 and
April 12 and from 10-12 noon on the following Wednesdays: March 3, March JO, April 7 and April 14.
Schedule I for the "Job Finding Skills Workshop" is
March 2, 4, 9 and 11 from 2-3:15 pjn. and Schedule n
is April 6,8,13 and 15,9:30-10:45 ajr,.

AKA 1981-82 events
Alpha Kappa Alpha announced six new members. They
are: Efizabeth Frison, Sandra Jamison, Gwendolyn Johnson, C3»eiyl Nelson, Carolyn Shuler, and Tamala Tony.
AKA will attend the Regional Conference in Albany,
Georgia.. March 18-20, and will hold its annual Pink Ice
Ball in April. They will also participate in the Jump-AThon on behalf of the Heart Fund.

Student teachers for next spring
AH stodents who plan to do student teaching during
the Spring 1983 semester should attend a meeting, to be
held in Dinkins Auditorium, Wednesday, March 31 from 4
to 5 pjn. The purpose of the meeting Is to have students
'oake appfications to student teach next spring. To be
assured of a student teaching assignment for next spring it
is necessary to attend this meeting. Students unable to
attend the meeting due to an emergency, must contact the
office of Student Field Experiences in Withers, Room 120
by Friday, April 2.

Childbirth classes
For six weeks, one hour a week, a childbirth education
class wiH be taught by Barbara A. Dunnegan from the
Health Center. The course ha-, been approved by local hospitals, and is available at no charge for interested students
here at Winthrop.
She has taught two classes in this area and feels they
went wry well. Breathing exercises and information concerning fetal development are included.
Any interested students should get in touch with Dunnegan at extension 2206.

Students want new ring choices
Stuttents.wantne»d^.rin^
styles that indude symbols like
the eagle and the Coat of Arms,
a committee told Senate recently.
"The signet rings may have
an eagle since Winthrop is becoming more athletic, or since
Winthrop has received a Coat of
Arms, maybe this will be one of
the options," Tommy Mattox,
SGA President, said.
The women now nave an option of a dinner ring which is a
flat stone ring with Winthrop
seal encrusted in the top, a
signet ring and the traditional
all gold ring. The men now have
an option of the signet ring that

has a flat top with degree on
top snd ths traditional ring with
a choice of twelve stones.
Men's rings range from $90
for saladium to $250 for the
traditional ring. Women's rings
range from $80 for the dinner
ring to $250 for the traditional
ring.
The committee, formed by
senate, reported students want
new rings to choose from, but
want to keep the same options.
Out of 593 students surveyed,
52.5% said /.hey were not satisfied with present selection of
rings; 66% wanted a wider
variety of rings, and 72% wanted
a standard coac of arms, eagle or

W on the rings. Most students
were strongly against one Standi
Last Wednesday the committee presented the new designs
to senate. The new designs will
not be approved until the end of
the semester. Senate appointed a
ring committee to work with
one or two senators, one person
from the art department and a
representative from Art Carve
Company, to put together the
new designs.
College rings are sold by the
Art Carve Co. and can be ordered any time through the
bookstore.

Senior exhibit to include sculpture
The
Senior
Invitational
Honors Exhibition and a gallery
installation by Elizabeth Lide
will be the featured exhibits
during March 8-31 in the Main
and Intimate Galleries of the
Rutledge Building.

ery, Scott Mayes, Dolores
Parker, Mamie Heriot, Pam
Suits, Debbie Wille and Memory
Lyman. The artists will be present to meet the public at an
informal reception 7 to 9 p j n .
on Monday, March 8.

The Intimate Gallery will
Begun on an experimental display an installation piece by
basis three years ago, the senior Atlanta artist, Elizabeth Lide.
show has become an annual
artists have disevent on the Winthrop campus. Traditionally,
played work on gallery walls
In September, the art faculty but Elizabeth Lide has chosen
selected seven seniors most
capable of mature, creative
thinking. The students then had
six months to develop their personal concepts and produce a
body of work for the exhibition. This was accomplished
with the guidance of the departmental honors chairman, Mary
Mintich, and various faculty advisors. Sculpture, painting,
photography and drawing are
represented. The seniors are
both BA and BVA degree candidates and include Lynn Vick-

to utilize the entire exhibition
area as a personal statement.
She has exhibited her work
widely throughout the Southeast, most recently at the Atlanta Women's Art Collective
and the High Museum, Atlanta,
Georgia.
Both exhibitions are free and
open to the public. Gallery
hours are 9 to 4:30 pjn. Monday through Friday or by special appointment.

MM

Job interviewing

>3?

A course in job interviewing
techniques will be given March
17 end 24 at Winthrop College.
The course will involve roleplaying and actual interviewing,
and will be held on campus in
Thurmond Builcfing, Room
122A from 9 to 10:30 ajm.The
cost for the course it, $10, and
will be taught by Mary Rhodes,
career counselor at Winthrop
College.
The workshop is part of a
career development series sponsored by Joynes Center for
Continuing Education at Winthrop.

Birth control
seminars
Barbara A. Dunnegan, a staff
nurse at Crawford Health Center, is presenting seminars this
semester on birth control. At the
request of an RA or RD, she will
schedule a time most convenient
for both parties.
Dunnegan has already spoken
at Lee Wicker, one of our sororities, and Bancroft, where her
first co-ed seminar on this subject was held.
The seminars are open to any
dorm or organization. Anyone
interested
should
contact
Dunnegan at extension 2206.

*
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; OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 14.

Bdlmrlals
security will not help

If you have car trouble on Winthrop campus, who would
you expect to stop and tend a helping hand? If you're
counting on Security, I hope you haw better luck than I
did.
In the spring of 1981, my old clunker conked out on me
in the middle of the parking lot by the tennis courts.
As we sat in the middle of the driveway, not budging, a
security car passed by and did not bother to stop. I gave
him the benefit of the doubt, maybe he did not see me. So
I wmp back to the dorm and called a friend to come help.
Well. I junked that car, and bought a "better" one.
This one had its problems, too. Last semester, the battery
went dead. I called security to ask if they could help me
jump it off. The lady told me that they had cables I could
borrow but they could not use their cars to jump it off.
Well I got the jumper cables, but no one volunteered to
show me how to use them. I did not ask for assistanceI figured if they couldnt use their car, they couldn t help.
Later, Lt. Pat Kirkpatrick said that they could not help
you start the car with their car because it is a good chance
of the surge of power- blowing the radio equipment up.
Well, that makes sense. She then went on to say that they
usually will stop and help you hook up the cables if you
don't know how, and will help you flag down another car,
if you need one. Maybe the officers didn't know this when
my car broke down, or maybe they are always looking theother way.
Even more recently, a friend of mine had the same
trouble. Her car was parked directly in front of the security
office door. Since cars were parked on both sides of her,
and she did not know the owners, she couldn't use jumper
cables. So at 9 ajn., we are out there pushing that car with
all our might, and the car would nt>t budge. In the meantime, a security officer rode by us, parked his car, walked
in security, came out, got back in his car, drove by again,
and never offered to help.
Another friend of mine ran out of gas beside the tennis
court. She and two other girls got out and proceeded to
push the car up to a parking place. A security car pulled
in the other lane and passed her, and stopped at security.
He went in the building while they continued to push.
As they, got their par in the parking space, he came b&ck
out andnasked thenar what ibe trouble was, They told him
they were>oufrrof gas.,Did he ask if there was anything he
could do? No, he went along on his merry way.
Yet another friend had a flat tire, and asked security .
for help. Once again, the lady at the desk told her that they
could not help change a tire.
I decided to see why security officers couldn t help
students more; Lt. Kirkpatrick told me that Sometimes
the officer will see if he can help, but he's not suppose to
get himself dirty."
She stud that most officers live outside of Rock Hill,
so they can not go home and change, and they must
stay presentable to the public. My father has changed a
tire in a suit before, and has not gotten dirty. Well, he did
have to wash his hands.
She said they can't help students get gas. They don t
have gas a n : .
Maybe someone will be kind enough to donate a gas
can to security so they can help students.
Kirkpatrick said that security tries to help as much as
they can. She said security officers can look at a car and
make suggestions, such as a wire is loose, etc.
I wondered if Winthrop Security was unique in their
ways, so I called other colleges in South Carolinatofind
out if they would help students with minor car trouble.
Clemson, Wofford, and South Carolina State all said
.'hey helped students if they saw them having trouble.
AH said f hat they could not jump cars with their cars
becaux of their radio equipment, except for S.C. State:
Thev said that they would help students ise them if they
needed it. S.C. State said that they could use their cars.
A Francis Marion security officer said that they help
students at night. They aren't on duty until 5 p.m. but
Motor Pool and the grounds people help until then. H?
said they would help a girl change, a tire, and if a male or
female needed to be carried to get air, they would do that.
He said they have portable radios, so they can help students jump cars, and they provide jumper cables. They also
have a lug wrench if a student needs it.
We at THE JOHNSONIAN, hope to see an improvement
in this <vrea since the College Handbook itself says the
"chief and his staff have a genuine interest in students and
want to help them."

Gayte Young

Y

-in-

Exams, not a bad idea

By DAVID SILLA
TJ contributing editor
As most students are aware,
a proposal has been introduced
to the student senate recommending final exams.
THE
JOHNSONIAN has been splashed with headlines the last two
weeks over the issue and students have written the editor
to voice their displeasure about
the idea. Unfortunately, most
of what's been said and printed
has been negative and in some

Women

cases insulting.
The initial reaction of students was not surprising because the original statements
were inaccurate as to the proposal's intent. Now that the
wording has been toned down
to an appropriate level, the
plan should be given a more
logical look, and an effort
should be made to destroy
fallacies that have risen in the
wake of the yelling.
One popular misconception
is that every course in every

ready for war

ing Association," etc., the most
popular name being "Soldiers'
Relief Association" proceeded
by the name of the town or
Southern women fought the community.
Assembly line techniques
Cavil War with knitting needles,
cookstoves, hand molds, hoes, were adopted as each woman
spinning wheels and dogged found her special skills. Some
cut, some sewed, some knitted
determination.
In the early months of the and some packed boxes while
war, the summer of 1861, the others gathered the raw matermen were insisting they would ials. There were even "begging
take care of the Yankees in no committees."
Schoolgirls added their labor
time and be back for the harvest
or, at least, be back for Christ- to that of their elders. Some
volunteers were old enough to
mas.
Records reveal that as soon as remember when they labored
their men marched off to train- similarly for Revolutionary War
ing carnps, the women were solders.
There were not enough spinpooling their resources' and
ning
wheels,
pitching in for the long haiil. —
—. looms and sewing
D
. Some women made i n d i v i d u a l i z e s to afford a moment s
efforts with a wealthy few able
to equip whole c o r » ^ ^ ^ ^ | W h « ^ n e d l a t e l y took
By RON CHEPESIUK
and LOUISE PETTUS
Special to TJ

the most of their ^dividual
skills and, no doubt, to ease
their heartache and loneliness,
They named themselves, elected
officers and adopted rules of
procedure
They called themselves the
"Ladies' Industrial Association,"
"Home Guard Society," "Palmetto Giris," "Soldiers' Cloth-

who could knit and
read eioud at the same time did
so Groups heard, rather than
read, the latest novels such as
"Great Expectations and Le
Miserables.
Getting the supplies to the
troops and hospital was an uncertain and vexing task. In the
(Continued on page 5)
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GET my MHOS

department would be reshaped
and redirected to allow for a
cumulative, semester ending exam. Not so. In many courses,
cumulative exams are unthinkable because of the type of
material studied. Some courses
don't require exams at all but
are based entirely on written
work. Courses of these types
would remain unchanged. Only
those courses in which cumulative final exams are deemly
desirable or necessary, such as
science and math would have
them. And even then, only by
choice of the professor. In
truth, many science and math
courses have cumulative finals
in the present system.
The most ridiculous negative
comments have been that a
finals week requires too much
studying in a short period of
time. Final exams are already a
part of most course requirements. A study week before
finals would be beneficial because it would provide a week
with no classes to attend so
students could study freely at
the times they wished instead of
making it to every class right up
to the last meeting, (even after
the final exam) as we do in the
present system.
It's hard to say if a final
exam system like the one proposed actually would enhance
Wlnthrop's academic reputation,
but just the fact that s9 many
students are disturbed at the
possibility of having to improve
their recall seems to make it a
legitimate assumption since the
tougher a school is, the more
desirable it appears to serious
students and prospective employers.
In actuality, a final exam
week makes it easier on students, not more difficult. Before
Senate votes on the issue in
March, give the idea some
serious thought. It would be a
positive step for Winthrop.
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Finding study diversions
diversions that I'm able to fully
recharge my drained body and
face the demands of school.
However, as the prices for
When the weekend rolls
around, I'm very willing to help traveling increase, the number
of
times I've been able to "get
Winthrop become a suitcase
sway"~£or an entire weekend
coifege.
But let's face it. From Mon- have diminished.
Through these misfortunes
day through Friday, the constant pressures associated with I've learned to take advantage of
classes, studying, work, respon- the many activities of diversions
sibilities with campus organiza- both on and off campus.
Many of these- activities are
tions, and living in a residence
hall can punish my nerves. sponsored by the school. Many
So when Friday nears, I al- others are through local estabways face a strong urge to pack lishments.
my American Tourister, toss it
In either case, I appreciate
into the back seat of my wom- the variations in routine they
out Ford, and head for any have provided.
point away from campus.
Let me give you some examIt Is through these weekend ples. First of all, activities such
By CORNELL POSTON
TJ contributing editor

wants to know

as Eaglemania I, Homecoming,
Great Pumpkin Road Race,
Rock Hill Hunger Run, and
"Come See Me" Weekend. Secondly, businesses such as
CSullivans, The Money and
Tam's Tavern. And my favorite
source'for routine variation,
Sunday morning worship at Oakland Baptist Church.
In conclusion, with the rise
in traveling costs, it is nearly
impossible to cheaply get away
for a weekend.
But you can make changes in
your regular ruts by utilizing
the various activities and businesses both on campus and in
the general area.
So, have a delightful diversion this weekend.

Do you think Security should
help students if they have minor
car trouble?
ByTAMMIE UTSEY
TJ photographer

"Yes, they should, I think they
should at least help jump start a
car, and do something about
parking."
Nannette Murray
senior

Women settled in for long war
tempted a soldier's coat. When handsome with large, stiff
(Continued from page 4)
she brought it in, some more ex- gauntlets, crocheted." said the
beginning the ladies were depen- perienced seamstresses pointed Charleston "Mercury".
dent upon some local planter or out that she had put the sleeves
To raise money for needed
professional man taking goods in "in "hind part before."
wagons to Virginia.
Merchants contributed fab- supplies, the women held raffles
and auctions. The most elabSoon, men like Dr. Robert rics, and mills opened their
Bam well, a South Carolina col- doors one day a week for wom- orate bazaar of all was held
lege professor, and the Rev. en's groups to come in and pur- inside the Statehouse in ColumJohn Bachman, an eminent chase cloth for the making of bia in January 1865. Bunting
Charleston minister, had devised garments. When there was no and palmetto fronds were
ways to coordinate the shipping, cloth available, the curtains draped over the speaker's desk
reduce waste and most effec- came down and the tablecloths and booths were set up over the
tively use the women's 'andi- were removed. Even carpets hall by each of the Confederate
work. Barnwell is said to have were taken up to make tents states. Many items came from
Southern sympathizers abroad:
set up the best organized field and blankets.
hospital in the Confederacy.
There was a great deal of Parisian bonnets, gold ornaThe Confederate Quartermas- piecing together and much ravel- ments, almonds, sugar plums,
ter Department began sending ing to make new yam. And ostrich plumes and French
bolts of doth to Ladies Aid much experimentation. Rabbit colognes.
One month after the elaborAssociations to convert into hair and black silk were carded
coats, pants, caps and haver- together to make a gray silk ate fund-raiser, the city of
sacks. One young woman, with yam for officers' gloves. "These Columbia was burned by
more ambition than ability, at- gloves were sometimes really Sherman's Army.
c
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Highway Dept. fixes up Winthrop roads
This is not just a Winthrop
policy, according to Mr. Culp.
"Most roads on state college
If Winthrop students noticed campuses are considered pubthe repairs in the streets re- lic roads; therefore, they are the
cently, they can thank the S.C. state's responsibilities."
Highway Dept. and Winthrop's
Mr. Culp believes it is a
maintenance department for fixshared attempt. "The streets^
ing the potholes.
Bill Gulp, director of the curbs,- gutters, sidewalks,- and
physical plant, said, "We clean the control and flow of traffic
the holes out, get them ready on Winthrop College campus are
and call the Highway Depart- a cooperative effort between,
ment. This way we get more the State Highway Department
and the Winthiop College Phyfixed at one time."
By TERRI DIETRICH
TJ news reporter

sical Rant."
Small road repairs can be
made easier by Winthrop maintenance than by the Highway
Department. "You have to realize we have to allow for students to change classes every
hour. It would be inconvenient
for the Highway Department,"
replied Mr. Culp.

Winthrop College maintenance department takes care of
the sidewalks, clears snow and
The Highway Department is •ce in winter, maintains parking
responsible for the maintenance, lots, paints lines, and sets up
repair, and resurfacing of Win- special parking with appropriate
throp streets. Also, installing
stop signs on campus is their
responsibility.
by repairing something else, we
fix it ourselves."

"The Highway Department is
'1 usually just call the De- very cooperative, but they are
also
very busy. We have no
partment when we need road
repairs. But if we do the damage problems with them."

Mr. Culp said, "This is your
home, we do our best together
to provide a safe and effective
system that will meet a growing
and changing campus."

Dorms nationwide stricter on privacy, noise rules
(CPS)—Even single-sex dorms
are now getting stricter.
Last month, the University of
Alabama announced it was creating a special "closed residence"
hall that will be off limits to
members of the opposite sex 24
hours a day.
While a number of campuses
have reported over the last
year that they were either not
offering co-ed dorms as an option to their students anymore
or converting mixed-gender
dorms to angle-sex, Alabama
may be the first major university to lock up a single-sex dorm.
The result will be a hall like
those that were the rule on
campuses until the late 1960s.
"We had requests by both
students and parents," explains
John Kagle, Alabama's assistant
housing director, "and we felt
like there was a need to offer
the closed residence option to
students."
The trend to "privacy, quiet,
and an atmosphere more
conducive to academic life" is in
fact now the predominant one in
campus housing nationwide.
"Choice and options are the
watchwords today," says Gary
North, president of the Association of College and University
Housing Officers and director
of housing at the University of

Illinois.
"Students today want options and alternatives in campus
housing," North says, "and
schools are increasingly trying to
provide those options. We've
(housing officers) all become
much more market- and consumer-oriented."
Colleges nationwide are now
offering students such housing
alternatives as "quiet" dorms,
North says, which restrict the
noise level and other activity
that could distract students from
their academic p. rsuits.
Michigan State University,
which is credited as being a forerunner in the trend, currently
has over 3000 students living in
"quiet houses" and "quiet halls"
on campus.
"We're in the process now of
finishing up some market surveys that are designed to tell us
the lands of housing alternatives
students are interested in," says
MSU housing director Robert
Underwood. "We're finding that
students are very interested in
privacy and less noise."
In Response., to the student
desires for pea<£ and quiet:
Underwood says, MSU will probably offer more "quiet dorms
and possibly even a single-room
option for students who really
want privacy."

Underwood says that students living in "quiet halls"
must agree to keep the noise to
a level at which residents may
study without outside interruption. So far, "93 percent of the
students living in tbe quiet halls
say that the environment is quiet
enough for uninterrupted study,
compared to only 70 percent in
the regular halls who feel the
atmosphere is quiet enough for
study. We're still concerned
about the 30 percent in the
regular dorms who don't get
enough quiet," Underwood
adds.
In addition, MSU heads a
growing list of colleges where
single-sex residence halls are becoming increasingly popular. Of
the 20,000-some MSU living in
campus housing, Underwood
says, approximately half live in
single-sex residence halls or
apartments.

"Sometimes the students
aren't as interested in it as the
parents are," Underwood admits. "But other times the students have convictions that
!
niake them more secure in a
sihgle^x environment. And
.sometimes it's just easier. Maybe
you don't always want to be prepared to'meet a member of the
opposite sex ifl the hallway."
Hie demand for cc-ed housing at the University of Idaho
shrunk to such a low level last
fell that the school was forced to
than 15 hours a week. For an close its co-ed residence hall,
appointment call the SGA office the only one in the state.
at 2248.
"It's an entirely different ball
game than it was a few years
ago," observes IU housing director Robert Parton. "These days,
Clover; Chris C. Asouzo, a the co-ed dorm is kind of passe.
junior from Nigeria, West Af- We reached a point where we
rica; Steven Washington, a just didn't have any girls who
sophomore from Walterboro; wanted to share a floor with a
and Ronnie Wiley, a semor bunch of guys."
Alabama's Kagle thinks 'It's
from Pendleton.
all tied to the conservative trend
in the country."

"Students are much more
conservative than when I went
here back in the seventies,"
Kagle says. "Students don't
stand on the street corner and
holler about what they don't
like. It's definitely a different
gioup of students today."
"A lot of things seem tc be
turning around, don't they?"
comments John Capdeville,
housing director at Louisiana
State University.
Although LSU hasn't had coed housing since the 1930s,
Capdeville says that until recently it was an annual issue on
campus. "But there's not a
whole lot of interest in it anymore. Maybe people feel like
co-ed dorms might be the same
as putting the fox in the chicken
house for protection."
Security may indeed be an
important factor in the move

Alpha Phi Alpha pledges
The Xi Phi Chapter ot Alpha
Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. In
ducted four men .into the
Sphinx Club Saturday, February 20 at 4:30 pjn. These
young men are: Darrel Johnson,
a sophomore from

Residence Hall Association Survey
The purpose of the Residence Hall Association is to
promote unity among Winthrop
residence halls, determine the
needs and desires of hall residents, and create a viable working relationship between residence hall students and the
administration.
RHA wants student opinions
and input on the following
questions. Association members
want students to answer these
questions and turn them i j j t o

their RAs or the Housing
Office, room 223, Dinkins, by
March 8,1982.
What problems are common
to allresidencehalls?
What kind of services should
be available to residents?
What types of social, educational events would you like
to see?
Would you Hke to help?
Sign your name and phone
number.

Do you have any further
comments or suggestions?

Debate
society

"Some of the new housing
options are in the interest of
security," says Association of
College and University Housing
Officers President North, "especially in urban and high
traffic areas." The more restrictive a residence hall is, North
points out, the easier it is to
maintain security.
But North adds, "students
seem to derive more psychological security than physical security from living in a closed
residence. In the past, there was
a lot of peer pressure to live in a
co-ed dorm. But after the co-ed
battle was fought and won, it
wasn't any big deal."

James Parrish's
Flftwerland
ACROSS FROM RICHARDSON
HALL
Remember that special someone with flowers

Secretary needed at SGA
The SGA is interviewing for
a secretary this week. A secretary is needed for no more

towards restrictive housing, although housing directors are
quick to emphasize that campus
living quarters are more secure
than they've ever been in the
past.

221 Cherry Rd.
300 Center Street
Chester
385-2166

Phone: 328-6205

PUMA

METJtl (ONLY)

J

946 Oakland Avenue]
Rock Hill
324-3097

BASEBALL & SOFTBALL
CLEATS
FOR MEN & WOMEN

207.

OFF

FREE
WINTHROP KEY CHAIN
with Purchase of $10.00 or MORE

Any student who would
like to join the Winthrop College
Debate Society should contact
Mary Evelyn Collins at extenYour Sports Specialist"
sion 2121 or Becky Rose at extension 4256.
iliniumimint^iimunmnauuiunuunnraiaUmiiBIfUilttUUiUiUI
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CARE!
BEER
SOUTH CAROLINA LAW
BEER NOT TO EXCEED FIVE PERCENT (5%) ALCOHOL BY WEIGHT

A. — prohibits sale of beer to minors (under 18 years of age)
B. — prohibits anyone purchasing beer for a minor
C. — prohibits minors purchasing beer
D. — prohibits anyone driving under the influence
BEER IS AVAILABLE IN SOUTH CAROLINA
FOR ALL CONSUMERS OF LEGAL AGE
ENJOY BEER IN MODERATION — DON'T ABUSE THE PRIVILEGE
The beer industry is GOOD for the South Carolina economy. You can help improve a good
industry by knowing and obeying the law. A person at B & B Distributors, Inc. is always
ready to help in any way possible!

B & B Distributors, Inc.
Distributors of

AUCHELOBT1
—

BOSCH

cxfynb

Wttfxt.', AulttnaXiyti /In

awwsg

udweiser
Our Family of Quality Beers
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Early summer school students can get benefits
(PAO)—Winthrop College has
been advised by the Rock Hill
Office of Social Security that
enrollment in two courses in the
college's Early Summer Session
will qualify a student who otherwise qualifies for Social Security

:

education benefits. The deadline
to be enrolled full lime in a
college for hlj»h school students
eligible for these benefits is May
l:
The Early Summer Session
will be held from April 26 to

June 5. The following classes
will be offered: United Siates
History (4 to 6:25 p.m. Monday, Wednesday, Friday); American Government (6:25 to 9
p.m. Monday, Wednesday, Friday); Introduction to Music lit-

Acting out drug problems
Theater and therapy are combined in a new program designed to help students cope
with their friends' and family
members' dr.* and alcohol problems. The Person-to-Person Players at Winthrop College dramatize situations involving potential substance abuse, while a
moderator invites questions and
discussion from the audience.
Dr. William Wells, director of
the Winthrop College Counseling
Center, and Dr. Chris Reynolds,
associate professor of drama, designed the program to add a new
perspective on helping friends
and family members. The program includes four scenes relating to substance abuse problems.
The audience becomes involved in group-therapy type discussions when Dr. Wells interrupts the performance to

analyze the behavior of participants in the scene and possible
solutions to resolve the conflicts. "We don't really discuss
drugs or alcohol as much as we
do communication and problemsolving skills," he said.
The four members of the
Person-to-Person Players are
seniors at Winthrop College.
They are: Phyllis Arial, a speech
and drama major, the daughter
of Warren and Emily Arial
of Gaffney; Cynthia Wright, a
speech and drama major, the

daughter of Sadie Wright of
Williamston; Mark Dukes, a history major, the son of Kinley
and Nancy Dukes of Rock Hill;
and Reginald Branson, a business administration major, the
son of Daniel and Elvolina
Branson of Sumter.

The program, in existence
since January, has been presented to Winthrop College residence halls and the Wesley
Foundation in Rock Hill.

erature (4 to 6:25
day, Thursday and 9:30 to
11:55 a.m. Saturday). Addition-.
al courses may be added if demand merits more classes. The
College reserves the right to cancel any course for which there is
not sufficient enrollment.
Students in the Early Summer Session may take a maximum of two couises, and they
may not be enrolled in other
Winthrop classes.
High school seniors mzy
apply to Winthrop for admission
for this term if they will receive
their high school diploma before
Sept. 1, 1982. Students who
meet admissions requirements
will be granted conditional admission status pending receipt of
their high school diploma.
Students should contact the
Social Security office in their
area for information about eligibility requirements for receiving
Social Security education benefits.
Winthrop College application

materials arc available at the Admissions Office at (803) 3232191. Students who have
already been admitted should
contact the Registration Office
in 102 Tillman Building at
(803) 323-2194 to register for
the Early Summer Session. The
summer term's registration period began Feb. 15.
Winthrop College Summer
1982 tuition and fees for six
crecfit hours (two courses) for
in-state residents are $251 and
$455 for out-of-state residents.
These fees are due when the
student registers.
"We want to emphasize to
students that Social Security
will determine eligibility for
future educational benefits,"
said Dr. Harold Tuttle, Winthrop College rice-provost. "But
we have been advised by the
Rock Hill Office of Social
Security that enrollment in two
courses mil satisfy the full-time
college enrollment requirement
by May 1."

Professor6
honored
Dr. Gerald Perselay and E.
Taylor Glass, both of Winthrop
College, have been recognized by
the Personnel Accreditation Institute, Inc., the accrediting
body for the nation's peisonnel
professionals..
Perselay, associate professor
of business administration in
personnel and industrial relations, was named Accredited
Personnel Diplomat. Glass, personnel director for Winthrop
College, was named Accredited
Executive in Personnel.
Accreditation for personnel,
industrial relations, and human
resource management professionals was introduced by the
Institute in 1976, after three
yeats of research and developmeit conducted by the American Society for Personnel Administration. The Institute's purpose is to raise and maintain
professional standards in the
human resource management
field.
Perselay resides in Charlotte,
N.C., and Glass lives in Clover.

CINEMA
Held Over:
On Golden Pond

PCX

Honor -$40

Now Playing...
Held over through Thurs
day.
The Beast Within

Ufa" -$34
Shop Monday thru Saturday
10 A.M. ti! 9 P.M.
Rock Hill Mall on Cherry Rd.
Rock HHI.S.C.
Say Charge it with Belk Charge, Visa, Master Card, or American Express.

Starts Friday...
Vice Squad
Students $2 with WCID
ill

Fennires

Fast-paced four-mile run

By BETH ALLEN
TJ feature reporter
A fast-paced four-mile run of
Winthrop College will take place
at 11:30 ajn. on Saturday,
March 6,1982.
The run wiil begin on the
street near Byrnes Auditorium
on campus. Runners will continue their way through nearby
residential streets out to and
around the college lake, and
back to campus to complete
the course at Dinkins Student
Center.
Eagle Run Committee Chairman, Dr. Edward Guettler, and
several faculty members have
been working hard and long in
order to make the fifth running of this annual event a
success. The Student Government Association has been handling most of the paperwork

involved, including preregistra- female) in each of the fol".owing age groups: 12 and under,
tion.
Entry forms must be post- 13-19, 20-29 , 30-39, 4049, 50
marked and.mailed to Winthrop and over.
Mattox adds, "We are exCollege or turned in to the Dinkins Student Center by Wed- pecting a lot of runners this
year.
Somewhere in the area of
nesday, March 3. Entry fees
will be three dollars for Win- 350 to 400 people will be running.
A lot of people running
throp students and four dollars
are members of running clubs
for all other participants.
and are coming from as far away
"The entry fees will be used as Lincolnton, N.C."
There will be ambulance serto help pay for T-shirts, which
will be given to each runner, vices readily available should
and to awards which will be any problems arise. Refreshgiven to the first overall finish- ments and rest rooms will be
ers (male and female), and the available at both the start as
top three finishers in each age well as the finish of the race.
The Eagle Run Event comgroup. An award will be given to
the fiist male and first female ' bines a rolling course with manageable
distance to attract both
Winthrop student to finish,"
says
Student
Government novice and veteran runners.
The
low
cost and attractive
Association president. Tommy
course make this one of the
Mattox.
Awards will be given to the most enjoyable short road races
top three finishers (male and in the two Carolinas.

Ensemble for fun and learning
Saxophonist Beverly Wilson, with the contemporary big band
a junior design major, has par- literature as well as to familiarize
ticipated in the jazz ensemble them with the classic arrangements from the history of big
The Winthrop Jazz Ensemble since her senior year in high band jazz."
is an eighteen-piece musical school. She says, "I never
Some of the Winthrop Jazz
group that offers participants dropped it, even though it s Ensemble's
next performance
valuable education and enjoy- not my major, it's a very impor- will be April 15 in the Recital
tant part of my life and I enjoy
ment.
Hall
along
with
the Winthrop
it
very
much."
Dr. David Franklin, director
Dr. Franklin says of the Singers, March 2 at the Arts
of the ensemble, says it? purpose
Festival
at
Chester
Junior High,
basic purpose of the
is twofold. Fiist, he ? ays it pro- band, "The
!
and April 26 at Brevard College.vides valuable musifcli training. tttfid' is *to acquaint students
The ensemble plays selections
from the musical wnrks of
Woody Herman and C^ur.t
Basie, among others. Music from
A painting by Dr. Edmund Fitzgerald," as it wts- being
the libraries of such jazz artists is D. Lewandowski of Winthrop built.
demanding, and the Winthrop was presented to the Wisconsin
The NMU owned "Th( Edensemble plays the same arrange- Marine Historical Society Janmund Fitzgerald," and ii .« ire
ments played by the big bands uary 28.
carrier
that sank on November
themselves. Also, special music is
Lewandowski was commisarranged for the ensemble by sioned in 1974 by the North- 10, 1975 in Lake Superior.
commissioned arrangers I>ut western Mutual life Company These are the only pai .itings of
more often. Dr. Franklin sa>* (NMU) to produce three paint- the Fitzgerald as it was being
the band will play music that )s ings of the ship, 'The Edmund built.
published and avaiisblc to r se
band members more experience
in playing the more difficult
music. Musicians in the ensemble
also learn the music history of
BOWLING GREEN, OH with the times."
jazz and big band music through
Ward tells his students to
(CPS)-More than a decade after
their participation.
"take an album from the sixties,
Scott Whitley, a junior music the drug-related death of Jim and write about it and what it
major who plays trombone in Morrison in a Paris hotel room, meant to its time. The number
the ensemble, sees his participa- the "Lizard King" of rock music one group the students write
tion as an opportunity to study is making a comeback on college about is Hie Doors."
a difficult area in music. He campuses as the most frequent
Morrison was the group's lead
says, "It gives you several differ- subject for popular culture term singer, songwriter, and focal
ent outlooks cm music in style, papers.
That's the assessment ot point of controversy, mostly
depth, and other aspects of
over his frequent arrests for
jazz." Scott also plays in a jazz George Ward, who teaches pop obscenity and nudity while on
band in Charlotte, which be en- music at the Center for the stage. He earned his "lizard
joys because it offers addi- Study of Popular Culture here. King" nickname by performing
tional experience and enjoy- .Ward attributes the comeback of in skin-tight leather pants.
Morrison and his group, The
ment.
"Beyond just the music, there
An ad<fitional purpose of the DOOE, to a current of pessi- have been students here who
ensemble is for entertainment mism among college students.
have
tried to recreate the whole
"Other groups tend to be too
and enjoyment. Although many
Doors thing. I know students
of the musicians in the ensemble hippie-dippy and optimistic for who dress Hke Morrison, take
may want to have a career in today's students," Ward says. LSD and listen exclusively to
in
performing or teaching music "The Doors tended to home
?i
of sixties music," Ward reports.
after graduation, some of the on the more cynical
de "I first noticed it in the mid
musicians play in the ensemble things: loneliness, the d_
seventies, and it's just as strong
simply because they enjoy of life. This being a rather down
13W
music.
.noJort aria

By LEANNE SKIPPER
TJ feature reporter

Painting by professor presented

Two maintenance men insert peepholes in a Koddey door. Now if
we can just get them to do the same thing in the girls'
showers...! (TJ photo by Craig Tuckcr)

What's Cooking
Monday
Lunch-- Filet O'F.sh Sandwich
Old Fashioned Beef Pot He
Dinner- Bar B Que Chicken
Grilled Italian Sausage
French Toast with Syrup
Tuesday;

s 'p

"•

Lunch-'" Chicken Filet 'Sandwich
Spanish Macaroni
Dinner- Hamburger Steak with Grilled Onions
Steamed Com Beef and Cabbage
Baked Stuffed Peppers
Wednesday
Lunch- Pizza
Tuna Noodle Casserole
Dinner- Baked Ham
Chinese Pepper Steak
Egg Plant Parmesan
Thursday

T h e Doors' in papers

Lunch- Hoagie
Turkey Chow Mein with Chinese Noodles
Dinner- INTERNATIONAL WEEK DINNER SPECIAL
Friday
Lunch- Grilled Cheese and French Fries
Beef and Noodle Casserole
Dinner- Lasagne
Grilled liver and Onions
Saturday
Lunch- Hot Roast Beef Sandwich
Spanish Rice
Dinner- Roast Breast of Turkey with Dressing
Deep Fried Cod
Sunday
Lunch- Fried Chicken
Shrimp Creole
Dinner- Old Fashioned Beef Pot Pie
Bar B Que Sandwich
Epicure reserves the right to make last-minute changes it
,

- J'. „ ;f
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Applicants needed for Freshman Orientation
tor for Freshman Orientation
1982-83, and Sanja Wolff is the
assistant director. They are looking for a staff.
"We need more people to get
Applications are now being
accepted for those interested in involved in orientation," says
Deloache.
Fifteen members are
working on the Freshman Orienneeded for next year's staff.
tation Staff for next year.
"We are looking for a crouMaria Deloache is the direcBy JOHN B. GANNON
TJ feature editor

section of students for this of people.
This year's staff will operate
staff," she adds. Anyone who is
interested in applying should only during the summer months,
rather
than just before the behave some involvement in
campus activities and organiza- ginning of the fall semester.
There
will
also be three summer
tions. A pleasant personality is
almost a necessity, as well as sessions: June 16-18, July 28-30,
possessing the ability to speak and August 24-26.
comfortably before large groups
During the orientation hours,
new freshman students will be
" ecked into the dorms they
11 stay in during the upcoming
hool year. They will also
tend registration workshops so
at they will leam how to get
>ned up for their classes durg the hectic days of Registraun.
In addition, they will leam
>out student life here at Winirop, which explains the necesty of having staff members
ho have working knowledge of
ost, if not all, of the college's
rtivities and organizations.
While al! this is going on,
ie parents, too, will attend
arents' workshops so that they
an leam what their children
ill be doing and will have to
o.
In the planning stages right
ow is a math diagnostic exam
/hich would become part of the

freshman orientation if the plan
is passed. Ed Guettler of the
Math Department explains that
most high school students coming into college "don't have the
background for (Math) 101,"
and this diagnostic test, would
"determine the student's ability". Quite often students in
high school don't intend to go
to college and thus don't take
college ureparatory math. When
they do decide to go to college,
they don't have a working knowledge of college mathematics.
The test would help determine
the mathematical competency of
the student, and if he isn't quite
ready for 101, a new, proposed
course, Math 100; would prepare the student for Math 101
and other math courses.
Freshman Orientation would
also involve the typical matters of ID cards, meal plans,
auto stickers, and c o on. Staff
members will be pari for their
time.
,
Applications may be picked
up at the Dinkins information
desk and must be turned in to
the Dean of Students' oifice by
March 8. For more information
call Maria Deloache at 4575
or Sonja Wolff at 3633.

'Sooo strange'
C f t y R p o gett h « blood pre*™ chock*! b.toro gMng Hood d « t a e the Bloodmobilrt Hood
drive two weeks
(i~J photo by Craig Tucker)
.
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(CFS)—"Sooo strange, they
;hink it's sooo strange," reports
yak' student Chris Chen. Fellow
itud'ints "usually don't say any:hing as they break for intermission. They look like soir.e;hing traumatic has happened."
What's happened is the biennial, eight-night-long Yale showing of a 1968 television shay
called "The Prisoner." At Yale,
the series evokes from the audience a cultish chanting "sort Of
like Rocky Horror (Picture
Show), only a little more subtle,
less sarcastic," Chen says.
At the University of Miami,
which will screen the series in
March, students "are very excited about it," according to
Beaumont
Theater
official
George Capewell. Miami plans to
let students in free to the first
episode, and charge for the rest.

han-reduced to being called
only Number Six-proves a difficult case.
During one typically intense
round of psychological warfare
between prisoner and unseen
captors. Number Six heatedly asserts, "I will not be pushed,
filed, stamped, indexed, briefed,
-debriefed or numbered. My life
is mypowrilV
: :oOf''feucb^ stirringly civil libertarian dialogue has come a teaching tool, of all things.
'This is a basic problem all
societies face," says Social Psychology Prof. Jerry Neapolitan,
who taught a "Prisoner" course
at Tennessee Tech University.
The show is a wonderfully
dramatic demonstration of "the
contradiction between man's
need to form societies, with
laws and norms, and man's
need for individuality and freedom."

"The Prisoner," he adds,
All fold, "Prisoner" cults
have slowly growii on about 20 makes "students question existcampuses around the country. ing arrangements, things they've
Some hold regular showings. always taken for granted."
Arizona State Prof. Robert
Others are led by professors who
use the series to help demon- Snow, who has also taught a
strate social psychology theories. "Prisoner" course, is now "very
The unlikely object of all the committed to this approach.
unlikely attention is a 14-year- Explaining the show manages to
old, 17-part British television portray a social psych theory of,
series conceived and produced symbolic interaction, he adds
his "students find that rather
by its star, Patrick McGoohan.
McGoohan plays a British exciting."
•
Yale's Chen, on the other
intelligence agent who angrily resigns one day for reasons un- hand, tries "not to take it too
known, and is subsequently ab- seriously. It takes the fun out
ducted from his apartment by of it."
But at Yale, "there is some
persons unknown. They plunk
him onto an idyllic little island pretty heavy coffee-house analycalled The Village, where he's sis following 'he shows ."
"Sometimes they don t like
given every modem convenience
except the freedom or where- the idea of it. The premise of
the show is based on the ^rantwithal to leave.
Through the series his captors garde psychology of the fifties
employ
various
ingenious and sixties, and it doesn't have
methods to discover why the a lot of conservative appeal,
prisoner 'resigned', but McGoo- she notes.
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Movie censored from colleges
(CPS)—In the sixties it was
"I Am Curious Yellow." The
seventies ushered in worthy
successors like "The Story of
0 , " "Deep Throat," and '"The
Devil in Miss Jones."
And now there's "Debbie
Does Dallas."
And this year's top contender for the movie most often
banned from colleges, this 1979
story of a high school cheerleader has stirred campuses as
few others. One reason mav
be that "Debbie" is in many
senses of the word a collegiate
movie. It was produced by a
company named School Days
Films, i t was partially (and surreptitiously) filmed on a college
campus. It is aimed at coUegeaged audiences. It is most often
shown on campuses. And its
most ardent critics and steadiest
customers are now college students.
"Probably next to 'Deep
Throat,' Debbie Does Dallas'
has the most notoriety of any
film we carry," says Peter Senseney of SRO Entertainment,
exclusive
distributors
of
"Debbie" and other x-rated
films.
It has in fact probably been
responsible for more student
protests
and administrative
headaches than any film in
recent history. It is also one of
the most reliable money-makers
on the college film circuit, Senseney asserts.
The film's tradition of kicking up trouble on campus started
long before it was ever released.
In the summer of 1978, a
group of filmmakers asked to
use Pratt Institute's Brooklyn
campus to film an instructional
movie about libraries. Pratt administrators disco\
later the filmmaker-,
tually staging nume'rbi
scenes for "Debbie Does Dallas,'
using Pratt's tum-of-the-century
architecture as a backdrop.
The finished movie contains
13 minutes of explicit sexual
encounters at Pratt's library and
gym, including a group sex
scene in the instituted sauna.
Needless to say, "Debbie"

isn't very popular at Pratt. But
the skin flick isn't exactly welcome at some other campuses,
either. On those campuses, unlike "Throat," "Curious Yellow"
and other predecessors in controversy, administrators have
banned "Debbie" only after vigorous student protest. In the
past, administrators took the
lead in censorship.
In 1980, "Debbie" was done
in at the State University of
New York-Stony Brook when
the vice chancellor of students,
responding to numerous student
protests, banned it.
At Idaho State University,
the student film board last fall
abruptly changed its mind, and
cancelled a showing of "Debbie"
at the last minute.
"It was a rip-off," exclaims
Jake Putnam, chairman of the
film committee. Putnam, who
originally ordered the movie,
says that he and some fellow
students were so outraged when
they previewed the movie that
they axed it immediately, waiving the $300 fee they had paid
toreserveit.
Putntm claims the film presents "a very unfair and biased
portrayal of women."
"Debbie" sponsors at the
University
of
CalifomiaRivetside managed to show the
film, but there was so much unfavorable publicity around the
showing that students forged a
new university film policy to
prevent any future screenings.
"As far as I'm concerned,
there's a big difference between
a film that's erotic and one
that's exploitative," remarks
Barbara Gardener, one of the
"Debbie" protestors.
"Films like that really don't
have a place on campus." But
since the showing, the campus
.'.'much more sensitive
that exploit and dewomen,"she says.
Yet "Debbie" seems to show
at other campuses repeatedly
without causing much comment
at all.
"It all depends on the atmosphere of the campus," Senseney
says. "For instance, Idaho State
University is a very conservative campus anyway. They've

cancelled a number of films before. But 'Debbie' has played at
such schools as Johns Hopkins,
the State University of New
York at Albany and the University of Colorado at Boulder
without any problems."
Senseney wasnt that lucky
at the University of MarylandBaltimore, where students are
rarely characterized as "conservative."
"I wouldn't try to show it
again," says Terry Nolan, UMfiC
student government president.
"Everything was copesetic until
'Debbie' arrived here."
UMBC administrators cancelled the film the day it was
scheduled to play last fall,
claiming it might violate Maryland anti-obscenity laws.
"There was a high risk
that the film and projection
equipment would be seized by
the police," explains UMBC
Vice Chancellor Scott Rickard.
"Maryland had just dissolved
its Elm censorship board, which
used to put its Good Housekeeping Seal of Approval on all
films coming into the state.
'Debbie' was the first x-rated
film we had scheduled since iLe
board was disbanded, and I just
(Continued on page 13)

The warm weather brought everybody out to the ball game. . .
now if we could get them to watch the game. . . (TJ photo by
i Craig Tucker)

BURGLAR ALARMS
DOOR TRIP ALARM
THAT YOU CAN CARRY ANYWHERE.
DELUX CHAIN BURGLAR ALARM
FOR WINDOWS OR DOORS.
PERSONAL POCKET ALARMS
(BATTERIES NOT INCLUDED)
4.95 for each alara I 4% sales lax
Send your order with payment to
Jim & Lin's Gift Ideas
29730

Next to new green grass or warm beach sand,
nothing feels better than Bass.® This spring, step
into the comfort and quality that have made Bass®
famous for over 100 years. Our classy good looks
will convince you to go Bass® or go barefoot.

the
Cobblers
Bench
TownCenter Mall
328-23C5
10-6 Daily
Vita Master Charge Layaway
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Pianist to play Mozart pieces
Concert pianist Stephanie
Brown, who will perform in
Byrnes Auditorium at Winthrop
College tonight, will give a master class today for students at
the college and area piano teachers.
The master class will meet
from 11 ajn. to 1 p.m. in the
Winthrop College School of
Music Recital Hall. Six to eight
Winthrop piano majors will perform for the class, and Brown
will comment on their work.
The master class is open to
the public at no charge, and
piano teachers are urged to
attend. For more information

about the class, call (803) 3232255.
Brown, who earned a master's
degree at the Juilliard School in
New York, will perform at 8
pjn. tonight as part of the
Rock Hill Fine Arts Series, a
joint venture of the Rock Mil
Fine Arts Association and Winthrop College. She will perform
works by Mozart, Chopin, Liszt
and Villa-Lobos.
- Tickets for the concert will
be available at the Byrnes Auditorium box office from 1 pjn.
until performance time today.
Tickets are $5 and $7 for general
admission; $2 for students, and

free for Winthrop students. For
ticket infoimation, call Byrnes
Auditorium box office at 2294.
"How to Play the Piano
Despite Years of Lessons," a
course for people who know
toe basics of music, will be offered by the Winthrop College
Joynes Center for Continuing
Education from March 16 to
May 4.
Participants must be able to
read the treble clef and play a
melody with one finger. Winthrop music director Jill Lee,
who will teach the class, says
pupils will make music the very
first night of class, and by the

end of the course will have the
basic knowledge to play toe
piano by ear.
The class will meet on Tuesdays from 6:30 to 8 pjn. in
Room 213 at the Winthrop
Music Conservatory. Cost for
the course is $155, which includes books. The class will be
limited to 16 people.
To register, call 2196.

Douglas Studio
Taller Photographer
1953-1979
Color, Gold Tone

Black & White
Placement Photos
10% discount -WC ID
Call for appointment
Phone 327-2123
314 Oakland Ave.

'Debbie Does Dallas' banned
(Continued from page 12)
didnt want to see headlines
saying 'University Busted by
Vice Squad for Showing Pomo
Film.'"
Student president Nolan reacted angrily, calling the ban a
First Amendment issue and
bringing in the American Civil
liberties Union to pursue it.
Nolan filed a prior restraint
siut. After many meetings,
Nolan dropped the suit in return for permission to play the
film.
But student officials had to
accept full liability for showing
"Debbie," and agree to refund
the ticket price to anyone who
objected to the goings-on during
the movie's first 20 minutes.

showed all season," Nolan says.
"Over 1000 students attended
the showing, and we netted over
$800, better than anything except The Rocky Horror Picture
Show.' But I wouldn't show
'Debbie' again because of all
the objections."
"The film presented a dual
problem for us," says Ruth
Readon, one of the anti-'Debbie'
protestors. "We didn't want to
deny students their First
Amendment tights, but we
didn't want to see an exploitative film shown on campus.
We felt the film reinforced violence and abuse of women."
UMBCs Rickard was so dismayed at the commotion that
he launched a study of film censorship and pornography, and
now lectures at other colleges
on "Pornography and First
Amendment Rights."
To the ACLU, it's a question
of official <»ntrol ovsrwhatthe
public can sefcror hear.
^ ^

Even as the film was shown,
protestors picketed outstfa and
d stribufced leaflets debouncing .
t! e '^exploitative" nature of
"Opposing groups can and
"Oebbie Does Dallas." The
movie's stay listed one night. should urge people not to go to
a movie that they feel is wrong
It h,»sn't bee'. back since.
or exploitative," contends Al.in
Reitman
the ACLU* national
" 'Debbie' was the second
most-® I'jcessful film that we director. "Whether a film is in-

I DELIVERY HELP
WANTED!!

tellectual or pornographic is a
purely subjective decision. Once
you set in motion a process to
ban material of any kind, you
set the machinery in motion to
ban anything and everytying."
Senseney agrees, claiming he
simply distributes to group6 for
fundraisers.
" Debbie' is a big profitmaker," he says. "At a major
university, 'Debbie' should bring
in about $2000 per showing.
We take 50 percent of the profits, so the school would make
$1000." Consequently, "Next to
'Insatiable,' 'Debbie' is our most
requestedfilmthis year."

Winhecon
meeting

There will be a short, but
very important business meeting on Monday, March 8, from
7-7:30 in room 312 Thurmond.
Winhecon will discuss- changing
the club's image and name.

CASH ANYTIME FOR YOUR BOOKS
BETWEEN 10-12 t, 1-5 p.m.
Beaty Shopping Center
r h . . . 3M-3112
:f.s

IF YOU'VE GOT THE TIME,
WEV
' E GOT THE BEER.

Damtao's Pizza is sew taking
Applications for delivery persons.
Most be 18 years or older, car
witi insurance, and able to work
nifht's and weekends and bastle
daring resh. Salary pies tip
plas bonas.
Apply in person at
760 Cherry Rd.
Between 3 • 5 pm.

BEATY WHOLESALE, INC.

Was this year's men's
basketball successful?
Was this year's men's basketball team successful?
First let's look at the '80-81 squad's accomplishments:
-Winthrop finished with a 31-8 overall record, and a
26-7 district mark.
-The Eagles finished second overall in the district behind College of Charleston.
--Charlie Branson made NAIA Ail-American and codistrict player of the year.
-Branson also led the district in scoring average (22.4)
and field goal percentage (.655).
-The team made it to the final four in the playoffs.
-The Eagles were ranked in the top 20 most of the
year.
The list can go on and on. But how did this year's team
compare to last year's?
Most of the key players were back. So why didn't the
Eagles do as well?
The problem first started with the back court. Both
Mike Gaither and Derrick Goodwin were new to the job,
and toward the start of the season the leadership that the
team had gotten from Rick Riese and Bennie Bennett
wasn't there.
Ball handling and passing were early problems for Gordon to face.
It was just after Gaither and Goodwin started fitting
into the Winthrop type of game, Goodwin became ineligible due to failure to meet the academic regulations.
At the same time senior Gerald McAfee became eligible
after having to sit out a semester because of a mistake in
course selection.
Minor injuries plagued the team the entire season.
Tim Raxter suffered a shoulder injury and had to miss
some crucial games toward the end of the season.
It. seemed misfortune after misfortune hit the team and
for Gordon to pull a 21-12 record out of it all, he should
be commended.
"The district was as strong as it had ever been since
1969," remarked Gordon.
Eight teams finished with 20 or more wins, when usually
only three or four teams can manage 20 wins.
After all the bad luck that struck Winthrop they still
had a chance to make the playoffs.
This time Voothees was the spoiler. It took a 5-26
record into the Southeast Athletic Conference Tournament and came up with a surprise win. It defeated the
tournament favorite team to win a berth in the district
playoffs.
And so this year's basketball season comes to an end.
Success or failure--you decide.

Voorhee's win dashes hopes
By J.D. STANLEY
TJ sports editor
The Winthrop College men's
basketball team ended their season on February 18 with a win
over Erskine College, 78-73.
The win brought the Eagles'
record to a total 21-12 mark.
Even though Winthrop finished eighth in the district they
failed to make the playoffs due
to an uDset victory bv Voorhees
College (5-26) in the Southeast Athietic Conference Tournament that was held February
20 in Miami, Florida.
If & team from District 6
won that tournament, that
school would get an automatic
bid to the district 6 playoffs
and face the College of Charleston in the opening round.
"I am disappointed not being able to play the College of
Charleston, but we didn't earn

the- right," head basketball coach
Nield Gcrdon said. "We knew
we had to make the first seven,
but just didn't do it."
There is some question as to
the eligibility of some of the
Voorhees players, but Gordon
feels that they earned their
bid. "They wanted me to
check on some players from
Voorhees that transferred from
Friendship, but I'm not going
to do that. They won the
tournament and deserve to go.
We should have made the top
seven."
Gordon is not disappointed
with this year's team. "Even
though we didn't make the
play offe, I cannot be disappointed with our final record with all
the cfistractions we had, ineligible players, and injury problems that came up."
For several team members
this was their last game wear-

ing the Winthrop colors. For
Charlie Branson, Cari Feemster,
Jim Gibson, Gerald McAfee,
Alan Ours, and Tim Raxter this
was the last time they will play
in '.ront of a Winthrop crowd.
"I feel sorry for the seniors
who gave so much to the basketball program, that their season has to come to an end,"
remarked Gordon.
This season was also the
last year Winthrop will have to
play in Sullivan Gymnasium.
Gordon believes that the new
fieldhouse will definitely make a
difference. "The fieldhouse will
be second to none in the South,
and will contribute tremendously to the athletic program at
Winthrop College."
"A new era is dawning for
Winthrop," was the phrase Gordon used in describing the fieldhouse.

Intramural basketball coming to close
By LENNIE PHILYAW
TJ sports reporter
Intramural basketball is now
coming to a close, having
crowned campus champions in
men's, women's, and co-ed play.
All that remains is the crowning
of the tournament champions.
In the men's league the championship was contested by four
teams who at the end of the
regular season were undefeated
division winners. The "Undisputed Truth," who emerged
from the regular season with a
5-0 record beat Sigma Phi Epsiion, also with a 5-0 season
mark, 35-28. "Motis" then played "Hope" in the other semi-

final game with "Hope" coming
out on the short end of a 37-33
score. This set the stage for the
championship game in which
"Undisputed Truth" downed
"Motis" 35-33.
In the women's league there
were only two divisions. One of
these was won by "The Rockets" with a 4-2 record, and
AGE; ,tj»K;1 the ,<>ther' with an
unblemishe'd'r.^iQ,, mark.~ These
two teams then squared off in a
high scoring championstup game
in which the "Rockets" beat
AOE 43-26 to take the campus
title.
In co-ed action, again there
were only two divisions.
"Mother's Finest" won one divi-

sion with a 5-1 record and the
"Cooters" captured the other
with a 6-0 league mark. But in
the championship game the
"Cooters" suffered their frst
loss falling to "Mother's Finest"
4941.
The campus tournament,
lyhich had not been completed
at press time, involved ail the
other teams not in the final four.
In this way the teams who did
not win their divisions gain a
chance at a championship and a
t-shirt. The tournament champion and runner-up received a
shirt as did each member of the
final four tournament.

J. D. Stanley

Eagle Scoreboard
Baseball
Date

_ Opponent

Time

March 1
4
6
7

Aldeison-Broaddus College
at Benedict College
Mars Hili College
Mais Mil College

March 5
March 12-13

at Ithica College
E. Michigan (DH)
at USC-Spartanburg Tournament

March 2
3
5

Presbyterian
at USC-Spartanburg
at Erskine

3:00
2:00
2:00
2:00

Softball
2:00
4:00
TBA

Men's Tennis

Women's Tennis
March 1

Appalachian State
at Georgia Southern

Sjx

,1,

Charlie Harrison of ciremwood gets to learn about accepting criticism as all Ir.cramural officials
learn may can't please everyone. (TJ photo by Craig Tucker)
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Sophomore plans golf as her career
By LYNN REICHERT
TJ news editor
During the fall and winter
months, Susan Wolf of Long
Island practices on the" Winthrop
golf course and driving ranff.
but during the suii-mer she
spends her time playing and
winning in New York golf
tournaments.
"I play tournaments in NewYork mainly because of traveling reasons," Susan said. "Every
place else is too far away to get
to. Money also has a lot to do
with it. This one girl up there
plays all over the country, but
she's wealthy and can afford
it."
Susan, a sophomore majoring in business, said her intention was to come to Winthrop
for two years to practice and
then transfer to a school with a
golf team.
"Winthrop is the right size
for me. Things are a lot bigger
up there. Tnat's why I didn't go
to a New York school. I didn't
want the bigger schools. This
is what I can handle."
Susan said she heard about
Winthrop at a college fair. During spring of her senior year,
her father and she visited a
school in North Carolina .and
decided to look at Winthrop
while they were in the area.
She was impressed "with the
school. "I liked the school when
I saw it," she said. "The campus
was very pretty."
Susan, who has won many
tournaments in New York, received a surprise honor this
month from GOLF DIGEST.
The January issue listed Susan
as one of the most improved
players of 1981.
"I didnt even know about
it until my father told me,"
Susan said.
She said every country club
in the United States nominated
two candidates for the list. The
nominations were not limited to
sex or age. The players' handicaps at the end of the year were
subtracted from their handicaps
at the beginning of the year.

nament was the one where she
finally decided she wanted to
turn pro.
'The Pinehurst was one of
the most exciting tournaments
I've played in," she said. "It's
a course many professionals play
on. If I ever had doubts about
going "pro, I didn't after that
tournament. My heart was
pounding from the start. I played with a partner, and we had to
hit alternating shots. We won
that (the tournament) by one
stroke on the last hole. I left my
partner with a long putt after
hitting the drive to the green."
Susan was accepted into the
Women's Cross County Golf
Association last year.
"The Cross Country is made
up of the best women amateurs
in Long Island. You have to
have a 14 and under handicap
to get in. The reason it's so
elite is that you have to have
five recommendations ' from
women already in the organization. This is my first season. I
haven't played with them yet,"
she said.
"I think I would really be
better now, if I had stuck with
golf," Susan said. During high
school, she played basketball
and was a goalie for the soccer team. "But I love being part of
a team. That's why J liked playing on the golf team. And it was
especially fun playing with
guys!"
Susan spends much time practicing on the driving range and
playiny, Winthrop's golf course.
She said Winthrop's course,
which is nine-hole par 35, "is
more difficult than people
think. The greens are so small."
"On the average, I try and
four times a week.
golf: W ,wdiifi} walk up 'ttftee;practice
When I get the itch, like when
talking arid smiling as' hartf as it's real pretty, 111 try and go
he could. I wanted to beat him everyday," she said.
more than anyone I'd played.
Susan has had to deal with
I played him twice, but he the "boys are better than
won both times."
jdrls" concept at Winthrop.
In 1981, she won the tour"I played one time last year
nament at Cherry Valley Coun- with some boys. They needed
try Club and placed second at someone for an eighth. They
the 36-Hole Pinehurs'. Cham- wanted to make it even, so they
pionship. susaii
this tour-

Those playeis with the most
improved ratings made the list.
"The handicap is how many
over oar you are," Susan said.
Her beginning handicap was 12
and ending handicap 9, with an
improvement rating of -3.
Susan, who represented
Harbor Hills Country Club in
Long Island, was one of more
than 3,000 golfers listed in the
magazine.
Susan started playing golf at
11 years old because her father
nlaved golf.
I played a whole bunch
of other sports," she said. "I
was always all right in them. But
golf is the sport my dad and
other professionals encouraged
me in and thought I could do
well in. I want to excel in one
sport."
Susan is showing she can
excel in golf. During 1979, she
won four of the five junior
tournaments she entered.
"I played mostly in junior
tournaments for 17 and under,"
she said. "There's really more
up there for juniors than for
seniors."
She played on the boy's
golf team at Syosset High
School for two years. Her senior year, she played as number
four on the team, winning eight
of her twelve matches. She won
the most improved player award
the same year.
"When I played on the
boy's team, I was the only girl
on the team," Susan said. "I
got a lot of kidding from the
team because I'd have to play
against boys. One time I v.-as up
against this really cute guy,
and he knew it. He tried to
distract me from golf by talking
to me about everything except

Russell Gaddy squares around to bunt in a recent scrimmage against EJon. i
Tucker)

gave iw> some strokes. My partner and I both shot 81's. The
others shot 36's and 87's. They
weren't too happy."
Wolf is looking toward the
future. She's written five college
coaches. Two did not have
teams, and three were interested in her. North Carolina State
and Appalachian State said she
might have a chance for a
scholarship.
"Between the Ihree schools.

the difference will be which
coach is more interested in
making me better. It's not necessarily how good the teams
are," she said.
"Golf's not just a physical
sport. It takes a lot of mental
ability. You can act badly on a
basketball court. But it's not
quite the same on a golf course
It's you who messes up everything in golf. It shows your
sportsmanship."

Susan Wolf, sophomore from Long island, N.Y., practices her
putting technique. (TJ photo by Taramie Utsey)

Keep your eye on the bail is the motto of John Gerard, as ht,
practices for the upcoming tennis season. (TJ photo by Craig
Ticker)
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21 face expulsion
SOUTH BEND, IN. (CPS)—
Twenty-one Notre Dame ctudents spending their sophomore
year abroad i««ay be expelled
when they get home for allegedly smoking hashish while
studying overseas. Notre Dame
officials say the problem is
emblematic of increasing drug
abuse by American students
abroad, although other sources
deny there is any such problem.
Twenty of the 21 students
being disciplined were enrolled
at the University of Innsbruck,
reports Notre Dame spokesman
Dick Conklin. The remaining
student attended the University of Algiers.
"Two of the students were
brought home right av.'ay" after
the alleged drug abuse was discoveted on February 1, ConkBn says. The others will finish
their terms, and face expulsion
on their return. They will have
a chance to appeal their dismissal, however.
Notre Dame found out about
the drug problems from Innsbruck authorities, who had apparently been told by some of
the families with which the
Notre Dame students were staying.

Notre Dame subsequently discovered that 21 of the 34 students in the Innsbruck program
were using hashish. One of the
two students who were dismissed and brought home immediately, was allegedly selling
drugs also, Conklin says. The
other student was already on
probation for past offenses,
"We've always told our students that wherever they are,
the rules are the same as if they
were attending school here at
Notre Dame," Conklin says,
Their situation is not that
unusual among U.S. students
abroad, Conklin contends. "The
people who are experienced in
these matters say there is a problem with drug use by American
students in Europe," he says,
But a spokeswoman for the
National Association for Foreign
Student Affairs (NAFSA) denies
any drug abuse problem exists
among students abroad.
"It's a very typical problem," says NAFSA'S Georgia
Stewart. "Drugs were much
more of a problem in the sixties. We haven't had any instituHon brought to our attention in
a long time. That (the Notre
Dame inddent) is a very unusual
case-"

Council for fraternities
(Continued from page 1)
nity is wide open with no formal regulations except those imposed by the individual fraternity. This would be IFC's main
purpose.
The council has not been
passed. It will be discussed and
voted on by each fraternity,
then a constitution with definite
bylines would be written up.
The council would haw to be
approved and chartered.
Tommy Mattox commented
on things fie would like to see
done with the council. "I hope
eventually all three fraternities
can get in on social functions
together. It would triple participation. There 11 always be
inner conflicts, but I believe
this council could help clean
the slates and start new re la-

tions."
Mattox would like "to push
the fraternities to think about
it, do some homework, check
with other chapters and see how
it works. It will be a lot of work
between fraternities to get it
started! But I think it could
work."
Dean An fin agrees with Mattox that the IFC is a good idea.
"I support the IFC," she said,
but Dean An (in also felt that
"it is a good idea for the future
of our fraternities. I don't feel
at this time our fraternity system is strong enough, in terms
of number, to have one. As the
fraternities grow stronger I'm
sure we will introduce the
•. IFC
IrC into
in the Winthrop Greek
system,

A student lifts weights so those arms and legs will look good when Spring comes around. (TJ photo)

Getting out of everything
(Continued from page 1)
Education in 1980, HEW was
re-named the Dept. of Health
& Human Services.
Now Bell proposes limiting
the federal role in education
programs to "data gathering,
icaeaich, financial assistance,
equality of opportunity, and
strengthening the local and state
capacities in selected areas of
educational need."
In his plan, Bell would move
the Guaranteed Student Loan
and Pell Grants programs to the
Treasury Department, Civil
Rights enforcement to the Justice Department, veteran's benefits to the Veterans Administration, and Indian education to
the Interior Department.
Remaining programs would
be part of the foundation,
which Bell describes as "a
structure for the federal government to offer whatever limited

Christy Co/tnrton, 4, takes a nap at McFeat Nursery. Chances a » a lot ot students would lite to ao
that. (TJ photo by Tammie Utsey)

assistance the administration he eliminated 258 of the departmight propose for schools, col- ment's 6500 jobs, and immediately laid off 112 people.
leges and students."
Even if Congress keeps the
department intact, the departBell presents the foundation ment's charter allows Bell to
as part of an effort to free "alter, consolidate or disconcollege administrators.
tinue" programs like W-lingual,
private education, community
"Must institutions be denied college assistance, veterans benethe right to have dress codes or fits, library and learning rehousing requirements or choirs sources, career education, and
that differentiate between stu- environmental education at his
dents by sex?" he asks. "How o r . discretion.
much must be spent on making
Talk of dissolution, of course,
classrooms available to the nas withered morale among dephysically handicapped, or on partment staffers. One insider
education aids for the blind and claims Reagan and Bell condeaf?"
tinue to pursue dissolution because "it is the perfect social
"All these issues-ranging issue to make the case for fedfrom the grave to the ridicul- eralism."
ous-have come under federal
regulation as we tried to pursue
The effects of the program
equality of educational oppor- dissolutions "won't hit the classtunity," Bell explains.
rooms before 1983, after the '82
elections in which more conBell has already begun cut- servatives could be elected," she
ting the department. In January,
said.

Dixon, of Lexington, and Lou Hart, of Darlington,
. . a mesS? (TJ photo by Tammie Utsey)
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Students must talk to advisors

to see their advisors. But they March 29 through April 26,
will have the option and the Tuttle said. Seniors and gradresponsibility to mcke their own uate students willregisterfirst,
followed by juniors,sophomores
Students will have to visit decisions."
their advisors before fall semesStudents and their advisors and freshmen. The last two
ter registration, which will be will 311 out suggested class WCID numbers will determine a
held in the Registration Office schedules and alternative sched- student's registration time within his class.
ules. They will both get copies.
during Aprih
Students vr.H need their •5 Chart? showing registration
Registration previously was
held in McBryde over a two-day copies to register, Tuttle said. times will be mailed to students
Advisors will keep their copies during spring break. Class offerDeriod in late April.
ing for the fall semester will be
Dr. Skip Tuttle, vice provost to prove they advised.
Ad'.lsing will start a week released the Monday after spring
and Jane Long, director of records and registration, announced before registration, he said. break.
Long said her office will
the changes Thursday to mem- Winthrop's schools will have
bers of the President's Liaison different ways of scheduling register about 20 students per
advising sessions. Advisors will hour using a computer. In McCommittee.
"There are too many stu- probably have more time avail- Bryde, about 800 students were
dents who need advisement who able since students must go to registered in an hour. Lines will
be shorter than before, she
don't get advisement," Tuttle them.
Registration will be held said.
said. "Students will be required

By TIM HARTIS
TJ editor

Students will need only their
WCIDs and suggested schedules
from their advisors to register,
she said, so there will be less
material to lose. Before, students were mailed several cards,
which were sometimes misplaced
or misfiled.
Lists of classes that arf» fnll
will be placed around campus
every day of two, Tuttle said.
An up-to-date list will be maintained at the registration office
door.
Deans will have time to respond to class closings, and possibly offer additional classes if
demand is great enough, he
said.
Students will receive a copy
of their schedule when they

leave the registration office,
Tuttle said. Before, confirmed
schedules were mailed after students paid their tuition.
Tuttle added that faculty
members will not be needed at
the registration office during
registration. Part-time workers
will help office personnel during
the month.
Registration hours will be
from 11 ajii. to 2:15 pjn. and
3 pjn. to 6:45 pjn. Monday
through Thursday. From 2:15 to
3 pjn. the workers will make
computer copies of class schedules in case the computer would
break down.
(Continued on page 12)

